As a congressional candidate, Junge opposes the vaccine that would protect women from cervical cancer.

**March 2020: Junge Said That Some Vaccines Needed To Be “Carefully” Looked At.** “[1:41] JUNGE: ‘Some of the problems that are occurring with other types of immunizations do deserve some careful looking. I don’t have children of my own, so I am not as personally involved with this.’” [Larry Parsons, YouTube, 3/7/20]

**Junge Claimed That Cervical Cancer Was Not A Communicable Disease And That The Vaccine Should Not Be Mandatory.** “[1:54] I understand that for cervical cancer that they are requiring immunizations and I’m like wait a minute that’s not a communicable disease where we necessarily need to have immunization for everyone.” [Larry Parsons, YouTube, 3/7/20]

**HPV, Which Causes Cervical Cancer, Is A Communicable, Sexually Transmitted Infection.** “Most cervical cancers are associated with human papillomavirus (HPV), a sexually transmitted infection. Widespread immunization with the HPV vaccine could reduce the impact of cervical cancer worldwide.” [Mayo Clinic, accessed 5/7/20]

**Widespread Use Of The HPV Vaccine Could Reduce The Impact Of Cervical Cancer.** “Most cervical cancers are associated with human papillomavirus (HPV), a sexually transmitted infection. Widespread immunization with the HPV vaccine could reduce the impact of cervical cancer worldwide.” [Mayo Clinic, accessed 5/7/20]